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downloadVideo Images 2008 Honda
S2000 Robinsons Pace Car Tribute This

is a 2008 Honda S2000 on display in
the Robinsons Racing Team exhibition

booth at the 44th edition of the Le
Mans Classic held in Indianapolis. The

highlight of this special event held
during the run-up to the Le Mans

24-hour race, the exhibition features
cars from around the world with
participants from each country

represented in the race and a few in
the classic class. “For the inaugural Le

Mans Classic, we had 10 countries
represented with France being the

most, followed by the United States,”
said Steve Wychkowski, vice president

of motorsports and racing at
Robinsons. “A big thanks to the North
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American Honda Dealers Association,
Honda of America, Honda of Canada,

Honda of Mexico, Honda Motor
Company Japan and Honda of the
Philippines for helping make this a

success. Also a big thanks to Honda for
their invite to display this car in their
booth. We hope the spectators had a

great time!” The Le Mans Classic aims
to promote the original and historic
24-hour classic while also attracting

new fans, with a variety of events and
activities in order to entice them to
come and enjoy the Le Mans Classic

and the 24-hour race. Additionally, the
exhibition features an entertaining

interactive speed race that tests the
racing skills and driving talent of

everyone who comes.“Your generation
is not immortal, but they are real
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